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Chris Devadatta, Intern, Ketchum, (@ChrisDevadatta) 
Chris Devadatta began as a PR intern in a boutique law firm, in which he 
pitched attorneys’ speaking engagements and contributed content, and 
blogged about trending legal issues. 
  
Chris’ former supervisor then worked as marketing coordinator at the 
hospitality company Pioneer Tavern Group, which owns Chicago-based 
restaurants Frontier, Lottie’s Pub and The Pony. In this role, Chris was 

heavily involved in event planning, creative and website development (writing copy and launching 
mobile-friendly websites). 
  
After graduating from college, Chris was an intern at Finn Partners, the fastest-growing independent PR 
agency in America. In the Chicago branch, Chris became most involved in administering media relations 
projects, in which he drafted press releases and pitches, built media lists and pitched media. Additional 
work included new business development and social media content. His clients were in the professional 
services, B2B tech and healthcare practices. 
  
Most recently, Chris joined the Chicago branch of the international PR agency Ketchum. In this role, 
Chris facilitates agile marketing opportunities for Cottonelle and Kleenex Brands, pitches media and 
drafts daily monitoring reports for three accounts. His clients are in the food, brand and healthcare 
practices. 

 
Creating Human Interactions with Digital and Media Content 

 
PR pros are told time and time again the importance of creating satisfying content for publics. That’s all 
well and good, but what’s the best way to do this? And what’s the future of this landscape? At the PRSA 
panel, “The Evolution of Media and Content – Earned, Owned and Paid,” digital marketing experts from 
Edelman, Greentarget and Mabbly provided insights to this vital concept. 
 
First, said the panelists, digital content must engage. Oftentimes, content is forcefully thrown at 
consumers, constantly attempting to sell them something. This cannot continue in today’s increasingly 
skeptical public that simultaneously craves human interaction. Instead, companies must create 
attractive content that engages with and helps spark conversations among consumers—and PR is 
uniquely positioned to help generate this. One company succeeding in this strategy is Red Bull: it’s 
famous sky jump video doesn’t show product, yet it’s sparked and inserted the brand’s name into 
conversations that continued for years. This trend will continue, and companies must continue to build 
and retain relationships with consumers. In turn, this can convert to new opportunities and revenue for 
companies. 
 
Second, said the panelists, data must consistently be upheld in tactic evaluations. As the classic adage 
goes, PR people aren’t math people. However, data showcases consumer behavior, which consequently 
showcases the tactics’ successes. For example, a PR a team can reference an increase in web traffic 
coming after a placement in a reputable trade magazine. Although this provides a potential correlation, 
and by no means a cause, it nonetheless helps bring quantifiable value to PR’s digital and media content, 
and overall business. 
 

https://twitter.com/ChrisDevadatta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHtvDA0W34I


Third, said the panelists, PR pros must translate this knowledge of digital content to their clients. 
Essentially, they must tell their clients that achieving success in media and digital content is a journey. 
By no means will they immediately end up on the front-page of the Wall Street Journal or have a video 
with millions of views. Instead, PR pros should investigate the best strategies of engaging their clients’ 
target markets. Once companies decide these strategies, they must continually create engaging content 
that keeps consumers satisfied; rather than brand-heavy content that can drive them away. 
Subsequently, this can solidify relationships that may carry on for years. 
 


